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Process and device for coding images according to the MPEG standard

for the insetting of imagettes

The invention relates to an image coding process for the insetting of

an imagette into an image coded according to the MPEG standard.

Until the last few years, the images produced were generally

transmitted and exchanged between television signal broadcasting operators in

uncompressed form, that is to say in clear.

When it was necessary to adapt a source programme, the

processing of the images was carried out on the basis of professional

hardware. For example, when a director needed to utilize a report from a

concurrent channel, he could readily, with the aid of a mixer, insert his own

logo, information such as subtitles, the score of a match, etc. without additional

equipment.

Now that the broadcasting and exchanging of data are performed in

the form of compressed data, for example according to the MPEG standard, the

insetting techniques require additional hardware: a decoder for bringing the

compressed images into baseband at the input of the mixer, a coder for re-

encoding the sequences after they have been modified. Moreover, to perform a

re-encoding of better quality, it may be necessary to implement a

decoder/coder pair which is aware of how to manage assistance information

which is added to the coded signal and passes through all the studio equipment

before reaching the re-encoder, thereby making the system complex.

The purpose of the Invention is to alleviate the aforesaid drawbacks.

Its subject is a process for Goding images according to the MPEG

stand ard, for the insetting of aUeast one imagette into an image, utilizing the

inter mode with motion estimation with respect to; a reference image arid the

intra mode, characterized in that: .

t , \ t

- an exclusion zone .which includes the macroblocks which lie. even

..'.partially in the location of the imagette is defined in the image,

-the motion; estimation of the macroblocks of the image not

/belonging to the exclusion .zone cannot take : account of an image .block

belonging to the exclusion zone in the reference image.

According to a particular mode of implementation, the inter mode for

the coding of the macroblocks of the image belonging to an exclusion zone is

an inter mode with null motion vectors.
! 1:

'
.
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According to a particular mode. o^ implementation,' the intra mode is
" "forced for the coding of the macrobiocks 'ofthe image belonging to an exclusion

'•'

"zone. :"
,J ; --' :-;f '

'

: ^ '
.

According tq^ a '.particular mode of ''implementation;' it carries' out a
6
\

' matting of the macrobiocks of the reference image belonging to the exclusion
zone. "

'
~ "'"

'
'

,>! "" ' • ' f

According to a particular
' mode of implementation, the marking

"' consists
^

' in performing -
a' tfansco^ luminance values of the

macrobiocks by decrementing the' values equal to the maximum coding value
10

'

and th^n b
y

for6'ng the luminance"vaiues of the macrobiocks belonging to the
!

exclusion zone to this maximum value.
;; 1,1

'.

According to a p'articulaV mode of implementation,
1

for a given row of
macrobiocks, the 'codihg allocates a specific slice for ' the macrobiocks
belonging to an exclusion zone. /:

'

!Kr •'
'""u! :

••

15
' Th® invention' also relates to a process for inserting an imagette into-

4

''a"n
: image coded according iS* the^proce'ds'

;

de'scribfe
:

d- "above, characterized In

that the macrobiocks of an intra-coded
'

'slice are replaced by macrobiocks
' "relating*to trie imagette'. •

-mI^kI'i"* i-,. .,

" ' '*"" According to a pa'mcular rhode'b^ the replacement
2 G ' consists of a

,

fecbv'ery
,

'6yiher
irft'ra

:-c^ to the
exclusion zones, a baseband deco'dirtg of these rnacroblocks, a mixing with the

' imagette' to be'i'risef into the exclusion zone, a coding of the image obtained so .

as to provide
i
the replacement macrobiocks '

i; r '

According to a particular mode of implementation, the quantization
25 interval fbF the 'coding of the' macrobiocks beldngihg 'to

1

the" exclusion zone is a
* M

function of the^ « u

The invention also relates to'a'
i device for^ 'coding digital video data

' according to the MPEG standard for the~ insetting' of at least one imagette into
•
- ah image, comprising a sub'tVactor receiving on a first' input an intra macroblock

30 *" arid on a second input a predicted
1

macroblock to be subtracted from trie 'intra

'

macroblock' so 'as"to
;

provide an 'interWacfoblock] 4 circuit for selecting an inter
' or intra mode- receiving the corresponding intra' macroblock' or inter macroblock

: for selecting one of the macrobiocks according to
J

ah' energy criterion, a circuit
' for transforming arid quantizing the' macroblock selected so as to provide a

36- macroblock 1

of quantized coefficients, a circuit for trievaViable-length ;

codirig of'
the macroblock of quantized coefficients and a' buffer memory providing a
data stream at the output of the coding device, an inverse quantization and

BNSDOCID: <WO 0031979A1J_>
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inverse transformation circuit for obtaining a macroblock reconstituted from the

macroblock of quantized coefficients^ an adder of, the reconstituted macroblock

to the predicted macroblock so as to provide a reconstructed macroblock, a

memory and predictor for storing the reconstructed macroblock and providiriq a

reconstructed image, a motion estimator receiving the intra macroblock. and
:
the

reconstructed macrobiocks so as to provide a motion vector (MV)
t

for the

memory and predictor so as tacajculate the predicted block, a regulating circuit

receiving information from the. buffer memory so as to set a quantization interval

for the transform and quantization circuit, characterized in that:

-the selection circgit and the motion, estimation, circuit receive an*

information item pertaining to an exclusioni

, zone .(ZE) which includes the

macrobiocks lying, even partially, in the location of the imagette,

- the selection pircuit forces the intra-CQding ,iOf the ^macrobiocks

belonging to this exclusion zone,
, . , . . .

.

t

-the motion , estim^tj^n cjrcujt
^

calculates^ the. motion vectors, while

eliminating the motiorr vectors, pQintjpg^fforn the blocks ofjhe reconstructed

image belonging to tlie e^clgsip.n zppe. .
; ; ; _

(

. .. .

^

According to a particular embodiment, the device is, characterized in

that the regulating c^ an exclusion

zone so as to adapt the c^antii^t^ and quantization

circuit for the rnacroblpcks in thj^ exclusion zqae.r ,
. .

r
,

.
, The principle of the invention consists, in defining exclusipn zones in

the image, the coding of the image not betongingjo the zones being performed

independently of these zcnes, a motion vector oointing at an exclusion zone not

being, as the case may be, taken jntq, account.,The insetting of aa imagette into

an image sequences can, be parried put l}in, a simple manner, while Jimiting the

decoding of
{
the iipnage to a,predetermined zone;, ^,

t

The mgin advantage of the. invention is that it avoids the use of

complex and expensive equipment, namely professional^ decoders and coders.

Jhis is
;

all the mqre true since
;i
the formats .used, such

:
a$ the high-definition

t

tetevisjon format or HDTV, require the utilization of complex equipment..

:
. - ,v ; X^? clecoding and coding of the image

:
are either, simply eliminated if

the insertion is c^rne^out at the level of^the Mp.EG^ data..stream, or limjted to

zorje.s of the image ^hjch are coded in intra mode
;
yvhen working in.baseband,

;

allowing
;
decqdjng

: an.^ zqnps by s.oftware,npt /squiring any.

motion estimatprand other complex decoding circuits>.
; . , . ty :

:
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"'
' Other characteristics and Advantages of the present invention will

^
become more apparent from the following description given by way of example

' arid with reference to the appended figures, in which:
!

'
;;

:
: ':!

t
..'.^

,
,

'
,

" figure 1' represents an exclusion zone in a reference image,
5
/ .. .

'"'*'
- F'g ure 2 represents a proh'ibited position of' a "predicted macro-block

" in the
i

search Window of the reference" image,
'" ''

" l:

' " - Figure 3 -represents W'cbd'IngBevlce according to 'the inUntion,'-
- Figure 4 !

represents" a rfiotibVestimator used by the coding device
;< according to the invention. '"[ ' •"• : '* ,h "'

.

:

;

'•

• ' * •"

10 ,n ima9e coding1

'' WysterriS^witK'rnotibn compensation sucn as the
^' systems complying with the MPEG staridard, the searcH for a motion vector in
!

respect of a given image block is cameo out with respect to a reference image
previously processed and traWsrhitted to the decoder.

1 " !
; 1 !>

'

'

Figure 1 shows a first image
1

f; "called the' source image/arid a
second image 2/ called the reference

1

image, from' which the source image is

coded'/ The coding of an image block 3
:

of the source image is performed by
carrying put a correlation of this block with blocks of the same dimension which
are contained in a search window'in the reference image so as to determine a

• reference block which give's 1he
:,

^sr6drreratioHi the'coding then "corresponds
to a block of residuals. This Block is obtained by luminance and chrominance
differencing between the block of'the source irriage. aridlne 'reference block so

' as to Provide a' difference block, then discrete cosine' transformation of this
difference block' so as to" provide a block of coefficients which is the block of

•residuals. -The reference 5 block is defined by a 'motion vector representing the
25 displacement of the current block with 'respecftbihis reference 'Bide*? The'

components of the motion vector are transmitted'/ together with the -compressed
• data, in the MPEG data stream. ' • . ? - .. -i

The size of the source images and of 'the- reference images being
identical, a vector can point towards any zone -contained in the ' reference

30 • image. •

'

: "
•

'"
' -tm j-

-

' The coding process according to: the 'invention' utilizes a 'niotion
;'

f estimation excluding the motion vectors pointing intb 'one more zones
• declared prohibited and corresponding to the imagers to be;

inset or mixW
•

•
-More precisely; the imagette which is intended to' be inserted 'into the

image and which may be of any dimension; defines a locat'ibrt in
1

the image. The
-zone declared prohibited or. exclusion zone has macroblock resolu^dn, that is to
say it corresponds not' only to the collectibh of m'acr'obiobks of the image5

lying

20

35
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wholly within this location but also to the macroblocks encroaching on this

bcation. . , , .

(

An -exclusion, zone (ZE) or prohibited zone 4 is represented, in the

reference image 2, This zone is defined for example on the basis of the

5 coordinates of this points Ba and Ea .which lie respectively, at the top left and at

the bottom right of the zone, that is to say at the, start of the^zqne and , at the

end of the zone when considering television scanning. These coordinates are

the numbers of the macroblocks enclosing these points, or row numbers and

macroblock numbers within the row. This zone can ,also be defined by the

10 numbers of the macroblocks constituting the zone.,

, A motion vector Vx,y js calculated on the. basis, of the
,

previously

mentioned correlation
r

step. (t designates,. in our. example, a block lying: in the

prohibited zone. According to, the process of the invention, this, block is not

,
adopted for the codincj of the ^block ^ :; . . ..

f

,. .^-^ ; > .

15 In Figure.2, the same references
£

are used to designate theelements .

which are common to Figure .1. In this ; example, .the s§ajch window 5finside

which a search is. made for the.block best correlated with the current block 3 is

represented shaded. The. block, d^^ basjs of the, motipp^yectqr Vx,y

encroaches on the .exclusion zorpe, 4^andjhijsryiotion vector is ^jsp riot adopted.

20
; . The. motion vector. ^ one .which^giveSi the.j best

correlation and dpes, not designate a.
;
-b(6pk.

;
^ncroacbing^|Qto^the prohibited

..zone.
}
Jhe blocks designated in the search winciow, gmd which eCpptain*;points

belonging to the exclusion zone, are, therefore, excluded final choice in

v respect of a given macroblock., If all thepqssibje positions, in the search window

2 5 ..encroach on the
:
exqlusjon .zqne,. then, the mqtiop vector, for

, f
the relevant

macroblock, is .forced, to zero.... , ;i , ;: .M v , ,\ :J
".

:

- tU .iM .- .>

This is the process which is utilized .by the nriotion estimator involved

in the make-up^qf-the global coding device. Let us giye below; a description of

this coding device.represented in. Figure 3. .* v r . t= ; £ ....

30 The source images of the image sequence, after digital . coding,.,

.reordering and. chopping, into macroblocks . to the .MPEG standard,

are transmitted to the iqput.J.s
t

of the . device-, macroblock b
(y macrqfejqck. This

input is. connected in.pa raj lei to a first input of a ^subtracter 6, <tq.a first input of

an inter/intra mode selector 7 and
(
to a first input of a motion estimator 12. The

35 .output of the subtracter is connected to the seepnd input of ;the mode selector

7
v
.JThe output of the?, selector .is connected to a first Jnp Lut ; of ,a coding^ circuit 8

which, carries out ..a discrete cosine transforrri3tion qf,t^e rra.acroblocks received

BNSDOCID: <WO 0031979A1 I >
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^

a
j?;
d

.

a
.

^"^"t'zatlon of the" macrdbiocks of
;

coefficients obtained. These
macroblocks are transmitted to a variable-length coding circuit 13 and then to a

buffer memory 14, one output of which i's'fhe output bHHe'device delivering; the

coded data in the form of a' data' stream. The variable-lerigth coding circuit 13
exchanges data with a syntax generator 1

16 for configuring the data stream
transmitted. If also receives the motion information originating from the motion
estimator 12. A second output of the buffer memory i4 \s connected to a

regulating circuit 15 which transmits" information to the coding circuit 8 on a
second input. '

"" ! :

'

'•" " r '"•
' " :

'

The coded, macroblock exiting the coding circuit 8 is also transmitted

to a decoding circuit 9 carrying buHhe operations
7

inverse to those of the coding
circuit 8. The macroblock thus reconstittitetf i£ transmitted to a first input of an
adder 10. The output of the adder is conne6fed to a first input of a memory and
prediction

1

circuit 11 which supplies' 'a'' ptedic^e'd'macrdblbck' on an output! This

macroblock is frahsmitted to the sebdhd 'iHput bf 'the subtracter 6 arid to the
!

second iripufoffhe adder 10.
5

' -
ir •

"

:

•

,

On a second input, the nhotidn estimator 12 "receives the

macroblocks of the reconstructed image briginating from a second output of the
' memory and prediction cir^K

:

^^l% :

f^tuHff
:

rt:^upjfi1ies rnbtion informatibnio this

circuit; '

' ; M ' 1
' '' ^v> r

-

':•'> •

- , .

' ftfe selection icfrcu'it'T, s

reguiatihg^clrc'ait 15V motion Estimation circuit

12 and syntax generation circuit 16 receive, on the other hand, information

relating to thb exclusion'zohes in the image. '

"

A durrent macroblock of the source image is received dnihe input of

the device:' This mabrbblOck, called ah intra
:

rhacrbbl6ck in this" form, is

transmitted to the first input of the subtracter 6. 'the latter subtracts' a predicted

macrobldck'ta to siippiy a difference macroblock,
also called an inter macroblock. ;

6fi the first input! the Inter/iht'ra selector

receives the intra macroblock arid, bh 1

the secbhd input, it received the inter

macroblock and selects brie of these macroblocks 1 as a function of energy
criteria, for' example' their coding cost. If the inter macroblock is selected/ then
an inter coding mode is

!

invblved,' if the
1

'intra'
i

macroblocK
r
is selected, then an

intra Coding mode is involved. The
1

macrbbibck 'selected" is thereafter

transformed ;

By a discrete cosine transformation so as to give a' block of

coefficients and is then quantized as a function of a quantization '< interval

calculated by the regulating Circuit 15. The macroblbck ofquantized coefficients

' is*' coded '

-accbrding 'to -a -variableMehgth !

coding by the variable-length coder 13
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also called a VLC coder. Appended to the data received by this coder 13 is the

information transmitted by the syntax, generator 16 so as to make it possible to

..generate, from these data, a stream of data according to the syntax relating to

the MPEG standard. These data are thereafter transmitted to the buffer

5 memory 14 whose fill, level is suppljedto the regulating circuit 15 which. contrpls

the. quantization interval for the coefficients of the macroblocks accordingly so

as to regulate the bit rate. _ Jt( . \. .

i;

The macroblock of quantized coefficients js transmitted to the

decoding circuit 9 so as , to supply a reconstructed macroblock to the memory

10. and prediction, circuit 1
f

1, . ?ftjf r adjoining the corresponding predicted

macroblock. The storing of. these macroblocks provides a reconstructed image.

The reconstructed, macroblocks ,are, transmitted to the motion estimator 12 for

*

r
the, calculation of motipn,yec

J

toi;s
ll _(fyiy). relating to the current macrobjock of the

,
sourqe image, as explained, Jater wrth regarci tp Figure ,4. The motion vectors

15 received by the rpemory and
.

prediction circuit make .it possible to define, the

macroblock, in the reconstructed image, which is,used as predicted macpoblqck

,:for the coding of the current ijiacroblock. ,
t

.

. The syntax generation
.

cirqyit

,

t
16,

t

the selection circuit 7, the

requlatinq circuit 15 and the motion estimation circuit 12 receive, the information

20 (ZE) relating to the exclusion zones which are the image zones in which it is

;
desired to insert or mix additipna^ infprmatipn, for example .aJogo, a digit, a

, ;i; subtitle, etc. i/m
..

; *
. , :. . :

- . .
.,i

f
-

* t -v :

The MPEG coding requires that the image be chopped .into, stipes, a

;

slice being a cpntinupus series of macroblocks. all forming part of the same

2 5 horizontal row ,of macroblocks, according to, the
;

MPEG definition; A slice is

. ; therefore composed of 16, video lines. , . ;; . , . , . .

A slice, is preceded by a header readily .identified by, a decoder. In

... .the."50 Hz" standard, television format, the 576 . useful lines ace distribute^ into

^S^jSlices, a slice then corresponding to a row and stretching oyer the width of

30,. ;i-tbe image.. The .standard also makes, it possitjle^ to. perform .finer chopping by

1

defining
;

several slices in, the
t

same row, that is to. .say over one image width.

wi ,

/jt :; ,. lt is .this
,
possibility; which is utilized

[
fpr^

the coding of the., lines of

-v^whiclp a part belpjigs to
;
the exclusion zone. Thus the relevant macroblpcks are

grouped together into specific sljces for,, which ^ t f)jt
belonging .tp,.the, header

35 , .fl3gs
:
the fact that

;
they -are all .coded, in intra, mpde. Thus,

f
for.a

:
giyeri

(

rpw f
the

. ..syntax, genera^pn, circuit generates a slice header , fpr the first.
^
macroblock

;.belongjng to aa exclusion zone. .Likewise ;fpr, the
i
.fir5t

(

macroblock no . longer

BNSCOC1D: <WO . O031979A1 I >
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belonging to the exclusion zone/ the number of slices generated for a given

row is thus dependent on the number of exclusion zones in this row.

The act of passing from* one slice to another on entering an
exclusion zone makes' it possible tb isolate oneself from the previous slice.

Although a macroblock is coded in intra mode, the DC coefficient of this

rnacroblock calls, upon the DC coefficient of the previous rnacroblock in the

same slice. Thie coding of "this rnacroblock is thus dependent on the previous

rnacroblock ekcepi for the first rnacroblock of each slice. Changing slice thus

makes it possible to isolate oneself completely from the current surrounding

image for the coding of the exclusion zone/ this is necessary when decoding
the exclusion zone sirice one chooses to encode this zone only, and when
Inserting the macroblocks corresponding to the imk^ette into the exclusion

zone', which macroblbcks should hot call upon ihfdrmatibn'outside this zone.

The exclusion zones of an Sma^e are "translated, by a processing

"circuit (not represented in the ' figute), - into row numbers and rnacroblock

numbers within the row (or nurribers
' of the macroblocks in the image) as

indicated earlier. This inforrhatibn ZE is
1

transmitted tb the inter/intra mode
selection circuit 7 which counts the rows arid the macroblocks' processed in the

tow (ortKe macroblocks pro'cesised ih
!

the image) and
1

forces the coding in intra

mode when the current rnacroblock received corresponds to a rnacroblock of

the exclusion zone. This Information is ^Is6 : transmitted to the syntax generation

bircuit which triggers the geineration of a new slice
1

in
4

the VLC coding bircuit for

each rnacroblock 1 gbup belonging to an exclusion ione^doing so for each' row.

This information is also transmitted to the regulating circuit 15. thu£, this circuit

can force the quahtization interval used by the quantizer 8 to a value belbw that

calculated' by the regulating cirbuit as a function of 4hd filling of the' buffer

memory so as to improve the resolution of the exclusion zone. This makes it

possible/ when the imagettes to Be substituted are o'f mote expensive coding
than that of an exclusion zone 1

of the original image, to ^rtificiaily increase the

cost* of coding this exclusion zbne, facilitating
s

the substitution of the

rriacrbbiocks in the' data 'stream. Another solution would consist in reducing the

resolution of the* imagettes so that their coding- cofef is' hot greater than that of

the exclusion zohe& of the original image. This information is finally transmitted

to the motion estimator so as to prevent it from choosing motion vectors which
point intd an exclusion zone according tb the device made explicit irV Figure 4.
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The various circuits, receiving the macroblock numbers
}

and row

numbers relating to the exclusion zones are equipped with counters for

identifying the.macroblock processed.
,

_ .

The above, description relates to the,coding of a sequence of images

so as to make it compatible with .the insertion of imaqettes into predefined

zones. It is thus possible, for any user of these data, to extract the .data relating

to the exclusion zones, this, involving the . macroblocks belonging to a slice and

which are intra-coded, and to mix these data. with user-specific data. If a simple

insertion rather than a mixing is invojved,, the specific data replace the data

relating to the exclusion zones. ,^ .

By virtue of the,previously described coding device, it is possible to

produce .data, streams, (coded, image sequences). in
:

vyhich the macrobjocks

belonging to the exclusion zone are coded solely in intra ^mode and are grouped

together in particularsKces calledj'intra slices". > :
, *

In fact, Keach image undergoes a standard. MPEG2 coding

processing, except. for the exclusion ^pne. This particular shaping is, absolutely

,
transparent to a decoder, for example of the mass market type, which is content

to receive, decode.and display the images. .
: w Imf ...

:
.

t

s

t ,On the otlrier ,hand, r
wtien 1: the existence of . an exclusion zone is

known in a compressed sequence, it is possible to perform the decoding,

.mixing/insetting
:

,a^ t
on the relevant

zone. This can be performed with the aid .of .a PC-type : (Personal Computer)

computing machine, that is. to. say by purely software processing, since the

3
decoding, mixing/insetting ^nd, re-encoding are limited to the exclusion zone

vyhich is always of small dipaensiqn and, coded solely,with .information belonging

to the . current image; th^re . is no prediction or motion compensation to be

calculated.,
. m

-

t

, , ... ..
i( ; ^ t(i , , ,

?

. . . A slightly .modified
.
form .of the coding device can be, used, if the

specific data to be inserted jnto the images are known, a priori.
.

t

,

,
.

t

in this case, the syntax generation circuit 16. possesses a memory or

receives f^om. outride- the specific .data to be inserted, Jn. the form of

macroblocks constituting. imagettes. coded in. intra mode. This. circuit carries out

;ua substitution, in..the. VLC coding circuit, of the macroblocks corresponding to

t
the., intra cofjjng. qf

(
the exclusion zones* with, the f macroblocks coding the

imagettes. It isJhu^ possible to supply a data stiream, directly with the, insertion

of imagettes or logos.
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The coding of the imagettes in the form of macroblocks of quantized
'"coefficients can be "carried out readiiy; 'when no longer working in real time,

based on software 'processing Xpart'of'trie- algorithm' of the MPEG coding) of the

imagettes in baseband, coded in digital.
:

' '

'^ K-'' ''"

5
' '[

' Figure 4 represents a motion estimation 'device used in the
!

previously 'described coding device. '

1

'

''

1 A macroblock of a current image to be coded or a source image is

received on' a first input of the motion' estimation device 12. It is transmitted to
' the input of a circuit for calculatingi the motitin* vectors 17. The macroblocks of

10 the reference image are received on a second input of the motion estimator 12
and are transmitted to the'ihput of a'trahscotfing circuit 18 This circuit transmits

the trahscdded luminance values of the 'macroblocks to a marking circuit
!

1 9 for

marking the macroblocks belonging to
1

'

-d'K exclusion lzone. The information

relating to the exclusion zones (ZE) is received on 'a third input of the motion
15 estimator 12 which transmits it to avsecond' input df the marking circuit 19. This

marking circuit is connected to' a nriernory 20: The circuit for calculating the

motion vectors is also connected to the rrtemory 20! At its output, which is also

the output of the '-motion estimator';' it supplies ? the motion vectors * (MV)
corresponding to each macroblock of the source image.'

2o
.

- :

s THe1 macrdblbcks df -ttie s^ifrce^mage 'are'- 'received 1 by the. 'circuit for

'

calculating the motion vectors ..t7% •th
,

e-§e';%^e^the''Tria'ci'dbl"dcks transmitted as
input to the coding device of Figure 3. 'Trie macroblocks of the .reference 'image
are the macroblocks :

reconstructed and' transmitted- by the memory 1 and
prediction circuit 1 1 .

<>
,

;

< > ; m
;

-

25 ''The values of fflepotnts orpMxeis pTdcessed'by the motion estimator

y'^-are'nd'rmaily^repreVerited on eight bhsy't&'-a'^odjhg v6f the luminance, values
between 0 and 255!' The macroblocks of the reference

5
!

inSa'ge are transmitted to

a transcoding circuit 18 which pulls' the^ cbding of
!

the luminance ' values to

between' 0 and 254; for example by coding th'e value' 255 by the value 254. This
30 does* not impair the quality of the estimation, especially since 255 is a" value

which is rarely achieved in reference images. '

: i:
'

. ;
m

The
i
luminance values thus transcoded are transmitted t6 a marking

'; circuit 19. This circuit also receives the information relating to the exclusion
;V zone (ZE) for the current processed image. * 4

'

35 • This information is for example the slice number and numbers of the
macroblock in

;

this slice, these'numbers corresponding to the upper left corner
: of the exclusion zone and thfe numbers of theslicevahd:6f the macroblock' lying

BNSDOCID: <WO 0O31979A1J_>
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in the lower right corner. The dimensions of the exclusion zone or zones Sre

defined a priori and once per .image ,on the basis of these pairs of. numbers.

This zone can be positioned anyyyhere in the image and can take, all or. part of

the size of the reference images.
t

5 The macroblocks received by the marking cirquit are counted for

each row and those belonging to the exclusion zone are forced,to 255. In fact,

only the luminance blocks constituting a .macroblock, are relevant, the motion

estimation taking no account of the chrominance blocks. The luminance value

of
:
all the pixels constituting th^se blocks, Le. 8 x 8 values for, each of the four

10 luminance blocks, is forced,, to 255. The Juminance values thus , coded are

transmitted to a reference image .memory 20 which stores the .luminance values

thus coded for each: image. The vinformation item relating to.,the exclusion zone

is thus carried by these luminance values. . This is then , referred ;to
;
as the

. marking of the exclusion zone, or ^qnes.* .
* .

15 For each source image macroblpck received on
;

the other input of the w.-.

motipn estimator, the circuit for calculating the .motion vectors will search, in this

.

t

image memory 20 or more exactly in a .search
;

window of this image;, for the #

luminance blocks best correlated . with .the juminance blocks of tbis^macroblock, ^

as indicated previously.
i(i

.

I(1 \, 1?<;i , , . :
.>:.,/,•>

20 . .
(

, If the correlation cajculations dete^ block, ,a

th|s block is ignored,. The, unmarked block giyjng the best cprrelation is chosen. .
-4

If all the blocks of .the -search, window belong to the . exclusion zone, then the .?

. motion vector is forced, to.zero for the relevant macroblock. , lt . .
.

Of course, this is merely an example, the marking consisting, in a

2 5^ more general manner, it), performing, a transcoding of the luminance values of

the macroblocks by /decrementing thejvalues
^

^orresp.opding. to
;
the .maximum

,
coding value and then. by.forcing the luminance, values of the;, macroblocks

belonging to the exclusion zone to thisvmaximurn value.
f v . , .

i; . The . examples given describe
r
an intra-mode .coding, of the

30 .

%
macroblocks of,the

t

image belonging to the exclusion zone. The, invention, is not

limited to this particular embodiment. It is entirely conceivable to code. these

. macroblocks in ipter mode together,with null motion vectors. or even in motion-

compensated inter, mode by faking account, for the .calculation of the , motion

vectors from the reference image,
;
of none^ut the,, blocks, belonging to the

35
.

exclusion zone,Af .the, reference image. In .this
t
case, the circuit for calculating

,..,the (Tiotipn vectors,, .for, a .blpcX of,th^
it
e^clysipn zone;: will have, ac.eess to a

memory which has s
t
toced] the-blpcks.pf theTeconstri^cte.d exclusion zone. The

BNSDOCIO: <WO 0031979A1 I >
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aim is to code the macroblocks belonging to the exclusion zone of the image in

such as to be independent of the remainder of the image.

The' definition of exclusion zone can *

be extended to any form
' " provided'that a specific processing element is -capable ofmana it. The" latter

5 ' may very well be situated outside or inside the motion estimator.
"

The applications relate to the coding of imagfes which is compatible
•with the Inserting of logos or other imagettes specific to the utilizer. They also
relate to the feal-time coding of images comprising insets.

-I •

8NSDOCID: <WO 0031979A1J >
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CLAIMS
, t M /

1, Process .for coding images according to. the MPEG standard/for

the insetting of at [past one imagette jnto an image, utilizing the inter mode (6,

5 7) with motion estimation (12)vwith respect to a reference^ image and the. intra

mode (7), characterized in that:

-an exclusion zone (4) which includes the, macroblocks which lie

even partially in the location of the imagette. js defined in the innage,
(

-the motion estimation (12) of the macroblocks of the image not

10 belonging to the exclusion zone cannot take account of an image block

belonging to the exclusion zone in the reference image.

2. Process according to Claim 1, characterized in that the inter

mode for the coding of the macroblocks of the image belonging to an exclusion

zone (4) is an inter mode with null motion vectors.

15 3. Process according to Claim 1, characterized in that the intra

mode is forced for the coding of the macroblocks of the image belonging to an

exclusion zone (4).

4. Process according to Claim 1 , characterized in that it carries out a

marking (18, 19) of the macroblocks of the reference image belonging to the

20 exclusion zone.

5. Process according to Claim 4
r
characterized in that the marking

consists in performing a transcoding (18) of the luminance values of the

macroblocks by decrementing the values equal to the maximum coding value

and then by forcing the luminance values of the macroblocks belonging to the

2 5 exclusion zone to this maximum value.

6. Process according to Claim 1, characterized in that, for a given

row of macroblocks, the coding (14 t 16) allocates a specific slice for the

macroblocks belonging to an exclusion zone.

7. Process for inserting an imagette into an image coded according

30 to the process of Claim 3, characterized in that the macroblocks of an intra-

coded slice are replaced by macroblocks relating to the imagette.

8. Process according to Claim 7, characterized in that the

replacement consists of a recovery of the intra-coded macroblocks

corresponding to the exclusion zones, a baseband decoding of these

35 macroblocks, a mixing with the imagette to be inset into the exclusion zone, a

coding of the image obtained so as to provide the replacement macroblocks.

BNSDOCID: <WO_. 0031979A1 J >
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9. Process according to Claim 7, characterized in that the coding
adapts the quantization interval. for the rnacroblocks belonging to the exclusion
zone as a function of the cost of coding the rnacroblocks to be inserted.

10. Device for coding digital video data . according to the MPEG
standard for the insetting of at least one imagette into an image, comprising a
subtracter "(6) receiving on a first input an intra macroblock and on a second
input a predicted macroblock to be subtracted from the intra macroblock so as
to provide an inter macroblock, a circuit (7) for selecting an inter or intra mode
receiving the corresponding intra macroblock or inter macroblock for selecting
one of the rnacroblocks according to an energy criterion, a circuit (8) for

transforming and quantizing the macroblock selected so as to provide a
macroblock of quantized coefficients, a circuit (13) for the variable-length

coding of the macroblock of quantized^oefficients and a buffer memory (14) for

providing a data stream at the output of the coding device, an inverse
quantization and inverse transformation circuit (9) for obtaining a macroblock
reconstituted from the macroblock of quantized coefficients, an adder (10) of
the reconstituted macroblock to the predicted macroblock so as to provide a
reconstructed macroblock, a memory and predictor (11) for storing the
reconstructed macroblock and providing a reconstructed image, a motion
estimator (12) receiving the intra macroblock and the reconstructed
rnacroblocks so as to provide a motion vector (MV) for the memory and
predictor so as to calculate the predicted block, a regulating circuit (15)
receiving information from the buffer memory so as to set a quantization interval

for the transform and quantization circuit (8), characterized in that:

\-the selection circuit (7) and the motion estimation circuit (12)
receive an information item pertaining to an exclusion zone (ZE) which includes
the rnacroblocks lying, even partially, in the location of the imagette,

-the selection circuit (7) forces the intra-coding of the rnacroblocks
belonging to this exclusion zone,

-the motion estimation circuit (12) calculates the motion vectors
while eliminating the motion vectors pointing from the blocks of the
reconstructed image belonging to the exclusion zone.

11. Device according to Claim 10, characterized in that the
regulating circuit (15) receives the information item defining an exclusion zone
so as to adapt the quantization interval of the transform and quantization circuit

(8) for the rnacroblocks in this exclusion zone.
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